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The year of product highlights
and the number 42
Beckhoff is celebrating its 42nd anniversary this year, and the company has announced a number
of major product launches. Is that just a coincidence? Ronald Heinze, editor-in-chief of Open Automation, caught up with Managing Owner Hans Beckhoff to discuss the highlights of the past year.
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Hans Beckhoff, Managing Owner:
Since our growth rate is higher than expected,
this puts Beckhoff in a position to generate over
50% growth approximately in 2021 and 2022,
from €923 million to an estimated €1.4 billion.”
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expecting a crisis in the second half of next year due to the general economic
conditions.
“The growth rate is currently greater than expected,” notes the company
owner. “This will result in an approximate growth rate of over 50% in 2021
and 2022 across all areas, taking us from 923 million euros to approximately
1.4 billion.” According to Hans Beckhoff, this level of development can be felt
throughout the company: “We are having to build up our capacity to shore up
production and material supply both now and in the future.” To this end, the
company is now in the process of building new warehouses and production
facilities. “We have acquired a new industrial area of 15 hectares for greenfield projects, so we now have a total of 30 hectares of reserve land. In terms
of space and construction, this will provide us with scope to grow for the next
five to ten years,” he says, looking to the future. “Growth is taking place at all
levels of the company, not just in production,” he goes on to add. The compa-

In the world of software development, programmers often use “42” as a magic

ny’s global sales network will also be further consolidated and expanded, as

number. In fact, Hans Beckhoff is convinced that “The number 42 has a special

will the areas of research, development and product management.

meaning for half of the world’s engineers.” Its origins lie in the legendary
science fiction story “The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy” by Douglas

“Material procurement is currently still difficult due to supply chain bottle-

Adams, in which 42 represents the “Answer to the Ultimate Question of Life,

necks,” Hans Beckhoff notes, expecting this situation to continue in the next

the Universe, and Everything”. Yet while this answer may seem straightforward,

quarter. “That said, there are signs that the situation may ease in the first

it remains difficult to comprehend since the question itself is far from clear.

quarter of the new year.” Until then, he believes the best course of action is to
work closely with customers to meet their most important needs, and to ensure

It would appear that there is no definitive answer to what the number 42

the available inventory is distributed fairly. “Whatever happens, we will spare

actually means, or perhaps we aren’t asking the right question. All we know

no expense on ensuring our delivery capacity remains as high as possible. That

is that it seems to be an answer to a philosophical or profound question, with

is our number-one priority,” he confirms. “It’s not about making money right

the meaning of life as one of its fundamental themes. Google “the answer

now, it’s about being able to deliver.”

to life, the universe, and everything” and you will automatically be shown
that it is 42.

The company’s future as an innovative family business is secured for this
1.4 billion euro enterprise. “Our generational transition is already in full

Managing Director Hans Beckhoff is just as fascinated by the story behind it

swing,” notes Hans Beckhoff. “Both of my children, Frederike and Johannes,

all: “As a physicist and fan of the novel ‘The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy’,

are already actively involved in the company. Our economist Frederike has been

this number has always held a special place in my heart.” Walking through

with us for six years now, and Johannes, who followed in my footsteps as a

the parking lot, there are no prizes for guessing the owner of the car with the

nuclear physicist, has been on board for three. So, as you can see, we certainly

license plate number 4242. “Since the pandemic put paid to our 40th anni

have solid economic and scientific credentials to support our next generation,

versary celebrations, we decided to commemorate our 42nd anniversary this

which definitely bodes well for the future.” Nevertheless, Hans Beckhoff is

year instead, with a huge party at the Hermannsdenkmal for around 3,500

quick to point out that the size of the company alone calls for an efficient

employees from 40 different countries,” he says.

team of managers, technologists and other specialists beyond just the family.
Here, too, the company considers itself to be in a strong position, as the highly

50% growth in two years

experienced Beckhoff team already counts an impressive number of talented

“As a technology-driven company, we’ve been trying to find the answer to all

young professionals among its workforce.

questions since day one,” proclaims Hans Beckhoff. With product areas including
IPC, I/O, Motion, TwinCAT, the MX-System for control cabinet-free automation

Platform thinking for maximum benefit

and Vision, the Beckhoff New Automation Technology already holds the answer

In the world of automation and digitalization, the prevalence of terms such as

to virtually all automation questions.

platform economy, co-creation and ecosystems is really on the rise. According
to Hans Beckhoff, this reflects what is normal within the industry: “We have

This is also reflected in the company’s results: “We are doing well,” confirms

actually been thinking and working with these terms for quite some time.

the entrepreneur. “After seeing 28% growth last year, our growth rate in 2022

Co-creation used to be known as mid-market collaboration, and we had – and

is set to be greater than 20%,” he notes, going on to add, “Our incoming

still have – plenty of examples of that.”

order numbers also continue to rise. Maybe a little more modestly than before,
but still certainly moving in the right direction. Certainly in terms of machine

“With our New Automation Technology, comprising IPC technology, EtherCAT,

building, there are no signs of a crisis right now.” The managing director points

I/O, Motion, and now the MX-System and Vision, we have created an extreme-

out that similar trends are being reported worldwide, but also reveals that

ly powerful platform that offers our customers real benefits,” he continues.

many experts in the industry – and specifically in the automation industry – are

“We are maintaining this toolbox and expanding it to become more powerful
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than ever before.” The EtherCAT Technology Group (ETG) alone now has well

high-conductivity LEDs and is available in area, ring and bar designs,” explains

over 6,000 members. “EtherCAT is the most widely used industrial communi-

the physicist. What’s more, they also feature compact, robust and complete

cation system in the world,” he comments. “Countless companies, including

image acquisition units.

our competitors, are benefiting from this technology.”
According to Hans Beckhoff, the real strength of the range lies in the overall
“2022 was a huge year for product launches,” continues the automation

package: “Even with the fastest movements, the camera signals are synchro-

visionary. The MX-System and the ATRO modular industrial robot system were

nized with our machine controls. A separate computer is no longer required

followed by a comprehensive portfolio for industrial image processing. “If we

for image processing, as the powerful PC-based control technology takes

compare control technology to a human organism, the eye is the universal sen-

over the control and evaluation of the camera signals as well – even when

sor of humans, and performs an incredible number of tasks,” he shares. “The

multiple cameras are in use.” Summing up, he adds, “Image processing is

camera can be used universally in machines or industrial production processes.”

becoming a normal part of machine control, just like measurement technology

Beckhoff has long mastered the world of image processing on the software side

already is.”

with TwinCAT Vision, and is now offering the hardware to go with it.
Modular robotics system
A bright future for image processing

Great potential is also generated when image processing is used together with

The managing director sees three main fields of application for image process-

the ATRO modular system for robotics applications. This allows optimal robot

ing: the first of these is inspection, i.e., the use of cameras purely for monitoring

structures to be assembled flexibly as custom builds for different applications.

processes, for example, in machine interiors. “With the Beckhoff TwinCAT

Standardized motor modules with integrated drive functionality, together with

platform, the resulting video recordings can also be temporally correlated to
Analytics measurement signals and displayed in TwinCAT Scope, making for a
great diagnostic extension,” enthuses Hans Beckhoff. The second area of application includes quality control. “Here, it’s all about assessing and measuring
the goods to be produced,” explains Hans Beckhoff. Finally, there are the purely
machine-related sensor applications. “A vision sensor can be used to solve
sophisticated sensory tasks,” he comments, listing examples such as for monitoring a magazine fill level, and for holistic monitoring of a machine’s condition.
Hans Beckhoff sees “a great future” for image processing: “Whereas three axes
used to be a normal configuration for machines, it is nothing unusual today to
see machines with 100 or even up to 200 axes. Going forward, there won’t just
be one camera, but ten or more to monitor processes closely.” The powerful
software in the background will allow many cameras to be evaluated simultaneously in real time. A 2.5 Gbit Ethernet interface to the computer ensures fast
communication. “We have already offered a number of users a sneak preview
of this technology, and the feedback was certainly enthusiastic,” reports the
company owner happily.
The Vision hardware launch is complete with robust cameras featuring scaled
image sensors and highly flexible mounting options, an industrial C-mount lens
family and numerous lighting options. “The multicolor illumination features
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Hans Beckhoff:
The new multi-computing function
for XPlanar makes it possible to control
systems of virtually unlimited size.”
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A particular highlight is that the robot is almost wireless, too: all modules are
interconnected via the ATRO interface, which guarantees a rigid connection
and also transfers the input media. Data, power and fluids (compressed
air, vacuum or water) can be guided internally through the modules in the
kinematics, and all axes are designed to rotate endlessly. “We think robots
are great fun and we will continue to work on and develop them with true
passion and enthusiasm,” promises the CEO. “We already have some concrete
customer inquiries.”
Intelligent transport solutions
A huge opportunity for ATRO lies in the way it can be directly combined with
intelligent transport solutions such as XTS and XPlanar. “We are now the specialists in highly flexible motion, and can control, master and combine planar,
linear, rotational and robotic motion systems from a single platform. We can

link modules in various designs and lengths, enable almost limitless combina-

even link them to cloud and measurement technology applications.” This all

tions of mechanics. “The modular approach in particular is a special strength,”

combines to allow the robots to benefit from a high level of control intelligence,

Hans Beckhoff believes. “In fact, our modular system allows us to bring anything

offering significant added value for future machine configurations.

from a 1-armed robot through to 7-axis systems to life. Users can build their
own kinematics from the basic mechatronic elements, which can be expanded

A further advantage of the Beckhoff No Cable Technology (NCT) is that it

and modified at any time.”

offers more machine flexibility in XTS applications (linear multi-mover systems). “NCT enables us to wirelessly transmit power up to 35 W, as well as

“There was an initial technology demonstration for the general trade public at

data with a cycle time of 250 µs,” Hans Beckhoff notes, adding: “This also

Automatica in June,” he continues. “The aim is to make customers aware of

allows more sophisticated functions to be implemented on the XTS movers.”

the extensive possibilities of the new robot technology at an early stage for

NCT makes it possible to implement processing steps and check the quality of

their technology roadmap.” Series delivery is already planned for the second

products on the mover in ongoing operation. Sufficient power and fast com-

half of 2024.

munication with the TwinCAT control system serve to facilitate the connection
of sensors and actuators. Data communication with each mover is real-time

“It’s not least on account of their integration in TwinCAT that robot kinemat-

capable and synchronizes system-wide events with µs accuracy in connection

ics can be handled just as easily as a point-to-point axis,” Hans Beckhoff is

with EtherCAT. “We can implement intelligent functions on the movers very

pleased to report. “This opens up a new world of optimized motion sequences

quickly, with potential applications including measurement technology or

in the machine.” Indeed, complex interfaces to other robot systems are no

vacuum generators for suction cups,” says the company owner. “Personally, I

longer needed.

think this is a fantastic development.”

Hans Beckhoff sees the MX-System
for control cabinet-free automation as one of this year’s major
product introductions, with huge
innovation potential for the entire
machine building sector.

With the complete Beckhoff
Vision portfolio of hardware components and software functionality, industrial image processing
becomes a seamlessly integrated
component of machine control.
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The SPS exhibition is set to provide the perfect opportunity to present new
designs for the XPlanar mover transport system, including the 120 mm x
200 mm size for carrying even larger goods. According to Hans Beckhoff,
multi-computing for XPlanar is providing real momentum: “With computers
connected in parallel, it is possible to control systems of almost unlimited
size.” Even the Motion Library has been expanded to accommodate more

Hans Beckhoff:
With the new C6040, the highly successful
series of ultra-compact Industrial PCs is
reaching new heights in terms of performance and functionality.”

sophisticated applications.
A focus on control cabinet-free automation
A major highlight of this year’s product launches is control cabinet-free automation with the MX-System. With this automation toolkit, the company offers a
flexible, space-optimized and intelligent system solution that aims to completely
replace the conventional control cabinet as we know it. “The MX-System met
with an enthusiastic response,” emphasizes Hans Beckhoff. “In fact, we were
delighted to show it to the Chancellor of Germany, Olaf Scholz, and the Portu-

and reduces the ecological footprint of the machine while also presenting real

guese Prime Minister, António Costa, when they visited our booth at the Han-

economic advantages.

nover Messe,” he adds with a smile. “It was the perfect opportunity to showcase
the advantages of the system up close.” The system combination of baseplate

The MX-System can be used across virtually the entire field of control cabinet

and the simply pluggable function modules for 24 V DC, 48 V DC, 400 V AC and

design. The maximum permissible feed-in current is 63 A, although this can

600 V DC, with standardized interfaces, meets practically all requirements for

extend to 120 A in special cases. “Anything above that is not covered by the

modern control cabinets, boasts an IP67 protection rating, and can be mounted

system,” the entrepreneur explains. “However, it’s not really intended to re-

directly on the machine.

place pure power distribution systems or some of the special types of cabinets
you might find in IT infrastructure.” In conventional mechanical engineering,

In addition to the technological benefits, there are also plenty of economic ad-

however, he believes that the MX-System is relevant for 80% of the market. In

vantages to be had – particularly in terms of savings on skilled personnel. “Not

addition to controls, I/O modules and drives, the range also brings relays, con-

only do our innovations serve to reduce assembly work during construction and

tactors, motor starters and power outputs into the appropriate form factor to

installation, but they also cut down on engineering resources during the design

complete the product offering for control cabinet designers. “We have present-

phase,” the East Westphalian emphasizes. In fact, one pilot user was able to

ed the MX-System to customers, specialists and even competitors, and have

cut their control cabinet diagrams from 300 to 30 pages. The managing director

met with an enthusiastic response every time,” Hans Beckhoff confirms. “Now,

cites another important selling point from a business perspective: “The reduced

we are in advanced talks with potential users to assess their requirements.

lead time on projects puts users in a position to deliver even more machines.”

We are already ticking most boxes, but there are still one or two interesting

He believes this is “a clear technological solution” that offers tangible benefits

suggestions for us to look at.” The first customers will be supplied in the first

The ATRO modular industrial
robot system offers clear advantages – particularly on account
of its modular approach and direct integration into the PC-based
control world from Beckhoff.

With NCT wireless data and
energy transfer, the movers in
the XTS transport system become
flexible processing stations.
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offers the option to support additional functions such as encoders with its smart
I/Os,” he reports. “Together with the outputs, this terminal acts almost like a
small controller.” The EL6761 EtherCAT Terminal can be used to control e-mobile
charging stations with multiple charging points. “This means that the complete
charging infrastructure can be managed with a single TwinCAT controller,”
mentions Hans Beckhoff.
“With the EtherCAT Box modules in the EPX series, we offer a compact acquisition option for Ex-i signals as a supplement to the I/O modules,” he continues.
What’s more, with their robust IP67 protection, these can be installed directly
and decentrally in machines and systems – even in harsh environments.
A number of new products are also being rolled out in the Motion area:
“Beckhoff is introducing the compact 28 A AX8128 power supply module in the
half of next year, and according to the managing director, the system will go

AX8000 series, which has achieved a very high power density combined with

into series production in the first quarter of 2024.

low power loss based on SiC MOS technology,” reveals the managing director.

Innovations for SPS at IPC, I/O and Motion level

The company has also launched the AX8540 combined power supply and axis

Those attending SPS can also look forward to a number of exciting innovations

module – i.e., a spindle drive with SinCos encoder for main spindle drives and,

in the IPC sector. The performance of the successful C60xx ultra-compact Indus-

within the AMP8000 series of distributed servo drives, the AMP8500 series with

trial PC series has been significantly enhanced with the addition of the C6040
model. For the first time, it uses a 12th generation Intel® CoreTM i processor with

increased moment of inertia.

up to 16 cores, allowing the C6040 to provide an extremely powerful high-per-

An optimistic outlook

formance platform at reasonable prices.

With plant availability playing such a crucial role in the process industry, building redundancy into the design of the automation technology is vital. This is

New products in the Embedded PC sector include the CX8200 and CX9200

why the Verl-based company’s extensive range of solutions in this domain now

series. “The CX8200 features two ARM CortexTM cores, while the CX9200 has as

also includes a software solution for redundant control operation in the form of

many as four,” explains Hans Beckhoff, bringing even more computing power

TwinCAT 3 Controller Redundancy. This entirely software-based solution allows

to the DIN rail.

two standard industrial PCs to be operated as redundant controllers that both
run the same PLC program after just a few preliminary steps.. “This allows us

The managing director is just as delighted to share interesting news at the I/O

to achieve what’s known as ‘hot’ redundancy,” shares Hans Beckhoff. An

level: “With the EL8601-8411, we are launching a multi-I/O terminal that also

additional high-performance network connection between the two controllers
provides the necessary synchronization, and as standard Ethernet is used, no
dedicated hardware components are required.
“We will also be showcasing virtual controls at the upcoming SPS exhibition.
Our TwinCAT automation platform can be integrated almost ‘naturally’ into
server or cloud environments,” explains Hans Beckhoff, going on to add: “We
demonstrated this many years ago and implemented a number of applications,
but now the time seems ripe to look even further afield.”
“We have high expectations for the upcoming SPS exhibition and are optimistic
that it will be a success,” he concludes. “The opportunity to speak to customers and partners in person is an important element of any exhibition and it
promotes the development of products and solutions.” This certainly supports
Beckhoff’s intention to continue to provide the right response to all automation
questions in the future. So perhaps the number 42 really has found its meaning
in the automation world after all.
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More information:
www.beckhoff.com/sps

